ASSEMBLY NOTES:
1. C13, R24, and R25 are not used in this version.
2. Wire sets: on export units, wires from TSI are replaced by a single wire between one terminal of C8 and CP1. Connection of the remaining terminals of TSI and CP1 is accomplished with the violet and violet/white leads included on export transformer.

Alternate export power transformer. T10

NOTE: FOR ALL 120 VOLT UNITS,
C11 IS CONNECTED TO S10-5, USING BLACK WIRE SUPPLIED IN THESE VERSIONS.
ON EXPORT UNITS, TRANSFORMER VIOLET IS CONNECTED TO CP8, AND VIOLET/WHITE IS CONNECTED TO TSI, AND ELIMINATES THE WHITE WIRE USED IN DOMESTIC UNITS.
ASSEMBLY NOTES:

1. WIRE SETS: ON EXPORT UNITS, WIRES FROM T51 ARE REPLACED BY A SINGLE WIRE BETWEEN THE TERMINALS OF T51 AND CP7. CONNECTION OF THE REMAINING TERMINAL OF T51 AND CP7 IS ACCOMPLISHED WITH THE VIOLET AND VIOLET/WHITE LEADS INCLUDED ON EXPORT TRANSFORMER #41322.

ALTERNATE EXPORT POWER TRANSFORMER:

NOTE: FOR ALL 120 VOLT UNITS, CP1 IS CONNECTED TO S1B-5. USING BLACK WIRE SUPPLIED IN THESE VERSIONS. ON EXPORT UNITS, TRANSFORMER VIOLET IS CONNECTED TO CP6, AND VIOLET/WHITE IS CONNECTED TO CP5, AND ELIMINATES THE WHITE WIRE USED IN DOMESTIC UNITS.
1. Assume all "CF" and "X" instances are installed with the following exceptions:
   1.1 On export units, delete CF1 and CF2.
   1.2 On export units, delete CPE, CPY, CP1 and CP2.
   1.3 Instance CF4 has been deleted.

2. Wire sets:
   On export units, wires from TS-1 are replaced by a single wire between one terminal of TS1 and CP1.
   Connection of the remaining terminal of TS1 and CP1 is accomplished with the violet and violet/white leads included on export transformer 04122.
   Letters in "quotes" indicate detail on wire set drawing.

3. Alternate export power transformer 04122.

4. Note: For all 120 volt units, CP11 is connected to S15-5, using black wire supplied in these versions.
   On export units, transformer violet is connected to CPE, and violet/white is connected to TS1, and eliminates the white wire used in domestic units.

5. Dashed lines indicate connection of blue transformer wires in export units only.